
Luscious fuller lips are naturally more attractive than thin, pinched lips. However, the use 

of injections with fillers can cause the lips to react and become oversized. An unnatural  

look that very few people want. 

NATURAL LIP ENHANCEMENT. 

21 lip enhancement treatments incorporate a natural herbal gel that is 

gently infused with a  21 Advanced Cryolipolysis cool massage.  

You are then supplied with the herbal gel for further applications at 

home to maintain your look. 

This is supported with further Cryolipolysis treatments every few 

weeks depending upon your need. 

Should you require it 21 Clinic can also improve your look 

with advanced non-surgical face lifting treatments line and 

wrinkle reducing treatments. 

To learn more about the treatments illustrated in these   ex-

ample s, please refer to the “Non-surgical face lifting” and 

“blemish removal” topics in the treatment section“ 

To discover more about what Phase 2 might do 

for you and to ask any questions, please email 

liz@21clinic.co.uk.  

Write your name and post code and explain the 

problems that are concerning concern you        

and we will then call or write to you to explain 

exactly what is possible. 

What to expect… 
 CONSULTATION 

Your initial consultation is free of any charge.  It is strictly private and confidential.     

The objective is to determine the problem you wish to resolve and to advise the  best 

possible course of  treatments to meet your needs and your budget. 

TREATMENT 

Lip enhancing treatments are completely pain free with no injections. The treatment 

will take less than 30 minutes unless you also wish to  combine other advanced 21 Clinic 

treatments to enhance your look. 

RESULTS 

21 lip enhancing treatments are typically visible immediately after your first treatment.    

Many 21 Treatments produce immediately visible results and so help prove just how 

well your body responds. 

COST  

21 treatments and product costs depend on your individual needs and budget. They are 

far more affordable than conventional invasive or surgical procedures.   

APPOINTMENT BOOKING AND CANCELLATIONS 

Should you have to cancel any  treatment appointment please give 48 hours notice.   If you 

do not without good reason, we reserve the right to charge you for a missed appointment. 

ADVICE AND EVERYDAY SUPPORT  

Your 21 Clinic therapist will keep in contact and will continue to provide advice to help 

you to improve your diet and lifestyle and to help you have the best possible results.  
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